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Our earth is facing various global challenges brought by unchecked human activities at 
the expense of environmental degradation in water, soil, air and climate. Although not all 
countries are facing with issues relating to over-consumption or black-energy-intensive 
energy production, no city, community or individual can escape or be exempted from the 
negative consequences which arise from the use and misuse of natural resources. 

In view of this, all United Nations members reached a consensus to achieve 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) before 2030 through putting in place sustainable 
economies while addressing deeply-rooted and complex climate change problems. Hong 
Kong is a member of this global village.

Assuming our role to protect the environment in Hong Kong, Wofoo Social Enterprises 
(WSE) established the Hong Kong SDG Hub in 2020 under the sponsorship of The 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited (HSBC). Our motto is to “shape 
Hong Kong into a climate-friendly world city”.
 
With only ten years left to achieve the SDGs, Hong Kong SDG Hub adopts an 
urgency-sensitive, two-pronged approach in our work: accentuating climate awareness 
and taking climate actions. Our ultimate goal is to translate climate awareness into 
actual solutions for our climate through:

About Hong Kong SDG Hub

Educating the mass 
public about pressing 
SDG issues specific to 
Hong Kong.

Investing and incubating 
solution-based ideas 
from young environment 
entrepreneurs

Building cross-sectoral 
collaboration among 
the academia, the 
private, the pubic and 
the third sector
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Wofoo Social Enterprises (WSE) is a non-governmental organisation that envisions to 
make Hong Kong a better place for all walks of life. We strongly believe in the value of 
building people up in love and care, with integrity and patience, and a strong sense of 
civic responsibility.

Founded in 1997 by businessman and philanthropist Dr. Joseph Lee, GBS, OStJ, JP, WSE 
develops our work through two key strategies: accurately identifying societal needs and 
initiating pioneering, effective and cost-efficient programmes in response to meeting 
those needs. Our portfolio covers a wide range of programmes and funding mechanisms 
ranging from self-sustainable social enterprises and service providers (business stream) 
to funding-supported community public education and engagement campaigns (charity 
stream).

At WSE, we embrace collaboration. It takes all sectors of society, not only the government 
and NGOs, to leverage everyone’s unique  expertise in a complementary manner to pool 
resource and tackle social problems in Hong Kong with quality and speed. SDG Hub 
represents one of WSE’s efforts in culminating cross-sectoral partnerships and climate 
solutions in, with and for Hong Kong.

About
Wofoo Social Enterprises



Climate Action Recognition Scheme 
(CARS)
CARS is an entrepreneurship program initiated by Hong 
Kong SDG Hub, co-organised by the Environment 
Bureau and sponsored by The Hongkong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporate (HSBC). Our scheme aims to 
recognise and invest in innovative and outstanding 
start-up ideas which take actions in combating 
SDG-related climate change problems. We provide 
holistic training in entrepreneurship and innovation, 
mentorship support, a publicity and networking 
platform, seed funding and acceleration funding to 
young people under 40 – “climate changers” - who are 
determined to act on and transform climate awareness 
into climate actions and solutions.

Hong Kong Water Race
Hong Kong Water Race is a city orienteering race (The 
Race) initiated by WSE, co-organised by Water Supplies 
Department and sponsored by HSBC. First held in 2013, 
The Race promotes the concepts of water footprint and 
SDGs to participants, with hopes to raise public 
awareness and encourage people to take action to 
address the water crisis and climate change concerns. 

Our Pillar Programmes 

The Hong Kong SDG Hub Launching Festival (The Festival) inaugurates the establishment 
of Hong Kong SDG Hub and promotes the concept and importance of United Nations’ SDGs 
to the Hong Kong public, with an emphasis on raising climate awareness and action 
among youths. Held between October and November 2020, The Festival features a Virtual 
Human Library with a “catalogue” of nine speakers, who will be interviewed in weekly 
dialogues and panel discussions facilitated by the HK SDG Hub to share their 
entrepreneurial and professional experience in climate action, environment, and business 
sustainability related work. Attendees of our virtual human library can sign up to “talk” 
and “interact” with our “human books” online.

Hong Kong SDG Hub
Launching Festival



SDG Hub Launching Fest:
Virtual Human Library Agenda

17 Oct (Sat)
11:30am-1pm

Blue GodZi
藍橘子

30 Oct (Fri)
4:30pm-6pm Andrew TSUI

14 Nov (Sat)
11:30am-1pm Lisa LOO 

20 Nov (Fri)
4:30pm-6pm David WONG

6 Nov (Fri)
4:30pm-6pm

Shauhrat CHOPRA &
Anniqa LAW  

27 Nov (Fri)
4:30pm-6pm LEUNG Wing-Mo 

21 Oct (Wed)
4:30pm-6pm

SHAM Fu-Cheung &
Billy HAU

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
& INNOVATION

CLIMATE CRISIS
& SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT



SDG Hub Launching Fest:
Human Book Biographies

Blue GodZi (藍橘子)
Online Writer
Blue GodZi is an online writer who has published more than 20 books. One of his 
book 《阿公講鬼》 has won an award from Hong Kong Golden Book Awards and 
《假若愛有期限》 was also adapted for ViuTV series. GodZi is also an 

entrepreneur and co-founder of Welcome Back Limited, an independent 
publishers in Hong Kong. Unlike other publishing houses, Welcome Back is not 
connected with any bookstores but only sell its books online in limited edition, 
taking full advantage of market needs under the COVID-19 situation.

Billy HAU
Principal Lecturer, School of Biological Sciences,
The University of Hong Kong
Dr. Hau got his PhD from The University of Hong Kong (HKU) on forest ecology. He 
is a terrestrial ecologist and a conservationist, whose research focus is 
primarily on ecological restoration. Dr. Hau is particularly interested in degraded 
terrestrial habitats in tropical East Asia and bringing back native forests and the 
associated forest biodiversity into Hong Kong and South China.

SHAM Fu-Cheung
Chief Experimental Officer, The Hong Kong Observatory
Mr. Sham is Hong Kong Observatory’s Chief Experimental Officer and is working 
in fields of Climate Forecast Services and Climate Change Studies. He is a 
member of the Expert Committee of the Jockey Club Museum of Climate Change, 
actively supporting the policies and actions on combating climate change and 
promoting public awareness on climate change. 

Andrew TSUI
CEO & Co-Founder, Rooftop Republic Urban Farming
Andrew is an impact entrepreneur and urban farmer following his previous roles 
in both the public and private sector, where he served in the Military Defence 
Forces and Asset Management respectively. Having grown up in cities which are 
highly urbanised and heavily reliant on imported food - Singapore and Hong 
Kong, Andrew realised the potential of urban spaces to make a difference in the 
relationship people have with their community and food. He has embarked on 
the mission to make urban farming accessible for cities since 2012.

Shauhrat CHOPRA
Assistant Professor, School of Energy and Environment, City University of Hong Kong
Dr. Shauhrat S. Chopra obtained his PhD in Civil and Environmental Engineering 
from the Swanson School of Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh, USA, in 
2015. His data-driven research is focused on designing indicators for 
sustainability and resilience of the built environment in support of 
environmental decision-making. Dr. Chopra’s transdisciplinary work on SDGs in 
the context of cities addresses pressing challenges for building a socially just 
and sustainable future—a future which is not only environmentally and 
economically feasible but also resilient.

Photo credit to Mark 



SDG Hub Launching Fest:
Human Book Biographies

Anniqa LAW
Assistant Manager to Outreach, The Nature Conservancy 
Ms. Law is a seasoned conservation practitioner with nine years of experience 
and a strong background in youth education and public outreach. In her current 
work, Anniqa is responsible for building awareness and inspiring conservation 
action within local communities, youth groups and volunteers. Anniqa also 
brings extensive experience in organising field trips to connect Hong Kong 
citizens to nature while showcasing The Nature Conservancy (TNC)’s 
conservation projects on the ground.  Prior to joining TNC in 2018, Anniqa was 
with Ocean Park Conservation Foundation.

Lisa LOO
Chief Executive Officer, BottLess

David WONG
General Manager, Hong Kong Pearl Cultivation Association 
Mr. Wong is an entrepreneur who has been working in the cultured pearl industry 
since 2009.  His vision is to revive Hong Kong’s nickname “Pearl of the Orient” 
with true Hong Kong pearls. In 2014, he embarked on a journey to cultivate pearls 
in local waters.  In 2018, he received a grant from the government to develop a 
hybrid industry model that mixes pearl cultivation and tourism together.  The 
new experiences allow participants to reconnect with Hong Kong’s forgotten 
heritage, understand sustainable development, and create their own Hong Kong 
pearl accessories with the freshest materials from the sea.

LEUNG Wing-Mo
Committee Member, Hong Kong Meteorological Society
Mr. Leung is currently the host of the popular science TV programme 
“MObservatory” and spokesperson of the Hong Kong Meteorological Society. He 
teaches climate change in various tertiary educational institutes in Hong Kong. 
Actively involved in environmental issues in the city, Mr. Leung is appointed to 
various advisory bodies of the government, including the Council for Sustainable 
Development, and helps formulate long-term decarbonisation strategies in Hong 
Kong. While working at the Hong Kong Observatory, he was the first professional 
meteorologist to host TV weather programmes.  

Ms. Loo oversees the innovation of new ideas to address HK's urban social issues, 
including sustainability and community issues, and leads incubation efforts for 
over 20 early-stage social innovation organisations to grow these companies from
idea stage to self-sustainability while pursuing a social mission. She has also 
spearheaded collaborations efforts with over 20 corporate partners to strategise

BottLess, an impact business with the mission of innovating holistic solutions for 
corporates and organisations to address plastic challenge with accessible, adaptable
and actionable steps for everyday consumers to adopt a zero-waste lifestyle.

and execute social innovation projects. Lisa is the Chief Executive Officer of 



Climate Action
Recognition Scheme
Climate Action Recognition Scheme is a programme which aims to groom young 
entrepreneurs into “climate shapers” by recognising and incubating start-up solutions 
with the potential to deliver a climate positive vision. This is our three-part strategy:

Who Can Join? 
We welcome any potential and valuable solutions that make an effort in combating 
climate change effects and enhancing climate resilience.  

1. Inspire
Through providing climate shapers with training workshops 
and a platform where they can seek advice and guidance 
from relevant industry experts, we hope to inspire and 
assist selected participants in honing their entrepreneurial 
skills and developing their creative capacity to better 
modify innovative ideas on combating climate change.

2. Incubate
CARS will host various networking events where selected 
participants could pitch and showcase their climate-action 
innovation plans to potential investors and related 
stakeholders, providing these climate shapers with 
opportunities to expand their network and horizon in the 
green industry. 

3. Invest
The programme will award seed fund at HKD$120,000 each 
to two selected innovative pitches and acceleration fund at 
HKD$180,000 each to three scalable, existing start-ups for 
prototyping and initial implementation.

League 2 – Scale-Up Stage

• Winner of  an entrepreneurship 
programme OR Start-up registered and 
incorporated in Hong Kong
• Aged between 18 and 40.

League 1– Idea Stage

• People with innovative ideas in 
 addressing climate action issues
• Current students (part-time/ 
 full-time) or graduates a tertiary 
 institution in Hong Kong
• Aged between 18 and 40



CARS 2020-21
Application Timeline

IDEA STAGE SCALE-UP STAGE

Application Deadline 
(Concept Note) -

Ideation Day (Training) Briefing Session

Submission Deadline
(Detailed Proposal)

Application Deadline
(Detailed Proposal)

Finalists Announcement
(10 Idea Stage Teams)

Finalists Announcement
 (6 Scale-Up Stage Teams)

Capacity-Building Day 
(Training)

Pre-Pitching Workshop
(Training)

Application Opens

Briefing Sessions 

Application Opens

-

Oct 2020

Oct – Nov 2020

Public Pitching and 
Public Voting

Public Pitching and 
Public VotingMid Apr 2021

Grand Finals & 
Award Ceremony

Grand Finals & 
Award Ceremony

Late Apr 2021

20 Dec 2020

Late Jan 2021

28 Feb 2021

Mid Mar 2021

Mid Mar 2021

Mid Jan 2021
Semi-Finalists
Announcement

(20 Idea Stage Teams)
-



Hong Kong Water Race

Hong Kong Water Race
Hong Kong Water Race is a large-scale city orienteering race cum carnival that focuses 
on raising public awareness on water conservation and climate actions issues in Hong 
Kong. We hope to popularise the concept of “water footprint” and inspire Hongkongers to 
use water in a sustainable way in their everyday lives.
The Race is designed to be a running route comprised of various checkpoints around 
scenic spots and public amenities in a featured district. At each checkpoint, 
participants will be invited to complete educational tasks relating to water crisis and 
climate issues. At the end of the race, participants can join a mini carnival that features 
booth games and performances which highlight the message of water and 
environmental conservation.

So far, we have engaged over 22,000+ participants from schools, corporates and the 
public. Hong Kong Water Race is also one of the largest city orienteering races in the city.

The first Hong Kong Water Race was held in Tin Shui Wai (Yuen Long District) in 2013. 
This is our list of other races held so far:

2014
Sha Tin Riverside

2013
Tin Shui Wai 

2015
Kai Tak

2016
Central Harbourfront

2017
Shatin Racecourse

2018
Fa Hui Park, Mong Kok

2019
Tin Shui Wai
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